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Abstract

Do social networks matter for the adoption of new forms of political participation?
We develop a formal model showing that the quality of communication that takes place
in social networks is central to understanding whether a community will adopt forms
of political participation where benefits are uncertain and where there are positive
externalities associated with participation. Early adopters may exaggerate benefits,
leading others to discount information about the technology’s value. Thus, peer effects
are likely to emerge only where informal institutions support truthful communication.
We collect social network data for sixteen Ugandan villages where an innovative mobile-
based reporting platform was introduced. Consistent with our model, we find variation
across villages in the extent of peer effects on technology adoption, as well as evidence
supporting additional observable implications. Impediments to social diffusion may
help explain the varied uptake of new and increasingly common political communication
technologies around the world.
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1 Introduction

Political participation is costly, and benefits of participating are often uncertain. If I par-

ticipate in a protest, will it lead to a policy change? If I vote, will it lead to a change of

government? If I report a problem about a public school, will the problem be solved? All

of these types of political activities are characterized by an additional core feature: positive

externalities. My political action may be welfare-improving not just for myself, but also for

others; and returns from participation depend on the actions of other agents. The decision

about whether or not to take a costly political action under uncertainty thus hinges not only

on what I expect others do (coordination), but the information I gather about the expected

benefits (communication). Acquiring information about potential benefits is particularly

important for new forms of political participation — voting for the first time in a newly

democratic state, contacting political leaders on social media, or sending text-messages to

report potholes or broken streetlights.

In this paper, we develop and empirically test a model that brings together insights from

hitherto distinct literatures on political participation and technology adoption to explain

community- and individual-level variation in new forms of political engagement. The key

insight that emerges from the model is that the quality of communication that takes place

in social networks is central to understanding whether or not a community will adopt forms

of political participation where benefits are highly uncertain and where there are positive

externalities associated with participation. Our empirical analysis focuses on the adoption

of a particular, but increasingly common, form of political participation: a new political

communication technology (PCT) that allows users to report service delivery problems to

their municipality or local government, using digital/mobile technologies.

Our theory starts with the observation that positive externalities are the defining char-

acteristic of many technologies of political participation: their benefit increases with the

number of adopters. One person reporting a complaint is likely insufficient to induce a lo-

cal government in a low-income country to address a service delivery problem like teacher
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absenteeism. One person with a picket sign is unlikely to change policy.

With new political technologies such as PCTs, citizens must also learn about the costs

and benefits of that technology for widespread adoption to occur. This learning happens by

sharing information on social networks. But unlike the adoption of widely studied private

goods, such as new agricultural practices, with PCTs, citizens must believe not only that

the technology is sound, but also that many others will adopt it.

We further argue that widespread adoption of such technologies depends on features of

the relevant social network – namely its ability to facilitate truthful communication. Given

positive externalities, early adopters of a new PCT have incentives to exaggerate the benefits

of adoption in order to encourage others to adopt. Recognizing this incentive, citizens

may discount information they receive from early adopting peers. Not all social networks

overcome this challenge of truthful communication, and if they do not, social diffusion does

not take place.

In other words, peers help diffuse new technologies for political engagement that are

defined by large positive externalities, but only in networks where truthful communication

is supported, for example, by formal and informal institutions. In essence, we argue that

the social diffusion process that underlines the adoption of new technologies is governed by

an interaction between the nature of the technology (its associated externalities) and the

characteristics of the network (its ability to support truthful communication).

Our model applies to a broad class of political participation defined by three features:

costly behavior, uncertainty over the benefits of participation, and the presence of positive

externalities. The particular type of political participation that motivates the theory and

empirics of this study is through PCTs that are increasingly common in both developed

and developing countries. From the British FixMyStreet platform (Sjoberg, Mellon and

Peixoto, 2017) to text-messaging systems that rate public officials in Pakistan (Bhatti, Kusek

and Verheijen, 2014), digital technologies allow for more frequent and cheaper forms of

participation than traditional means of political engagement.
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PCTs have the potential to transform the relationship between citizens and their gov-

ernments, and to address some of the most intractable governance challenges. The potential

benefits of PCTs are especially large when it comes to persistent, acute service-delivery fail-

ures in low-income countries. New PCTs allow citizens to report problems in a way that is

immediate, inexpensive, and potentially anonymous (Blair, Littman and Paluck, 2019). As

we demonstrate, however, uptake of these technologies is often uneven across communities,

and where uptake is low, it is unlikely to yield benefits to the public (Peixoto and Sifry,

2017). The welfare losses resulting from low uptake can be significant, even in the short-run,

and especially so in developing country contexts. For example, failure to report contami-

nated water sources can lead to loss of life in the short-term, even if adoption picks up in

the longer-term.

We test the implications of our theory with a case study drawing on original fieldwork in

Uganda, where a new PCT was introduced. First, we describe the program, U-Bridge, which

allows citizens in one Ugandan district to report service delivery problems to local government

officials by sending free and anonymous text messages (Section 2). Second, we show not only

large variation in the adoption of this new PCT, but also demonstrate that existing theories

have a hard time explaining the observed adoption patterns (Section 3). Third, we present

a new theory that is better positioned to explain when communities participation in new

forms of political participation like PCTs (Section 4). We then provide evidence in support

of the observable implications of the theory using network data, survey data and behavioral

experiments. Section 5 shows our main result: when goods feature externalities, peer effects

are not ubiquitous. Section 6 shows support for more specific implications of the theory, and

in section 7 we conclude.
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2 The Setting

The PCT we study, U-Bridge, was implemented in Arua, a relatively poor district located in

Northwestern Uganda, through a collaboration between the local government, a local non-

governmental organization, USAID, and UNICEF. Through U-Bridge, anyone could contact

district officials by sending a text-message to a short-code number. Messages sent through

this platform were both free and anonymous, lowering the cognitive, monetary and social

costs for reporting about service delivery problems. District officials in both technical and

political positions were provided with tablets that enabled them to access and respond to

incoming messages.

U-Bridge was implemented using a field experimental research design, encouraging usage

in 131 randomly selected villages across Arua district organized around 24 clusters. Residents

in treatment villages were invited to attend periodic community meetings in a central location

within clusters of 4-5 neighboring villages. In these meetings, attendees received information

about national service delivery standards, and were informed about ways to communicate

with local officials. Public officials also provided attendees with an overview of government

efforts in service delivery, especially in response to previous text-messages. The first round

of meetings was held in late 2014 as part of the launch of U-Bridge, and subsequent meetings

held quarterly.

Figure 1 shows the total number of (relevant) messages sent via the U-Bridge platform

for each of the villages in our study area in the first 15 months since launch, suggesting large

variation in adoption rates. This variation is especially striking given that all villages are

located in rural parts of the same district.

To explain variation in U-Bridge uptake across individuals and villages, we collected

administrative and original survey data, which we conducted two years after the program

launch. The in-person survey, which took place in April and May 2016, was administered to
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Figure 1: Number of relevant messages (normalized) by village.

every available adult in sixteen treatment villages,1 included questions about respondents’

demographics, social ties, and perceptions of the quality of public goods and the capacity of

their local government and U-Bridge knowledge and usage. We surveyed 3,184 individuals,

covering about 82 percent of the adults residing in the surveyed villages.2

To maximize variation, about half (9) of the study villages had a relatively high level

of U-Bridge adoption (compared to what would be expected given village-level observable

characteristics). The other half (7) had relatively low adoption levels.3 Figure 2 shows the

1The number of villages was determined by budget constraints.

2In the SI, Table 3 we report the number of individuals we surveyed in each village, the number of

individuals mentioned by at least one person and the number of adults living in each village, according to

2014 census. This information allows calculating the number of missing nodes.

3To select villages, we regress the number of messages sent via U-Bridge (normalized by population)

on village-level predictors, and generate predicted values for the dependent variable (ŷ). We calculate the
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cumulative number of relevant and actionable incoming messages between August 2014 and

November 2015, broken down by village type (i.e., high or low uptake). The top panel shows

the cumulative messages over time, while the lower panel shows messages sent by month.

Messages in high uptake villages increase for about six months, plateau, and then decline.

By contrast, adoption in low uptake villages never took off. What explains variation in

adoption patterns?
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Figure 2: Message intensity over time. The monthly (bottom-panel) and cumulative
(top) number of relevant messages overtime per 100 residents, smoothed using a Loess fit.
Villages in the left panel are clustered using a Gaussian mixture model with two mixture
components (see SI, Section 2.2 for additional details).

difference between the predicted value and the actual value of the dependent variable, i.e. ε̂ = ŷ− y, and

using these residuals to select the highest and lowest performing villages (largest positive and negative ε̂;

Supplementary Information (SI), Table 1). There are more high than low-villages due to a replacement that

took place during fieldwork.
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3 A Puzzle

We first test and reject several possible explanations for the patterns shown in Figure 2 by

comparing high- and low-uptake villages across a variety of individual-level and village-level

measures, as shown in Table 1.4

1. Heterogeneous demand: we rule out the possibility that greater uptake of the PCT

platform reflects greater demand for better public services. We find that if anything,

low-uptake villages should have greater demand for better services, as measured by

the local goods index. We find no differences between high- and low-uptake villages

with respect to the baseline quality of education services, a high-priority sector among

message senders. We also find that inhabitants across villages value similar services.

2. Coordination failure: we find no evidence of a coordination failure due to heteroge-

neous preferences in low uptake villages. Within-village, villagers have high agreement

on the types of public goods they value (SI, Figure 4).

3. Private vs. public goods: citizens may request personal favors when interacting

with politicians. Perhaps villagers in high-uptake villages used U-Bridge to request

private goods that have minimal externalities and are not subjected to collective action

problems. Coding each message according to the request ‘type,’ we find that the

vast majority of messages sent via U-Bridge concerned substantive service provision

problems while very few were private requests (SI, Figure 5).

4. Government responsiveness: villagers are more likely to contact their local gov-

ernment if they expect greater responsiveness. This could be the case, for example,

if clientelistic exchange took place at the community level (Rueda, 2015), and high-

uptake villages voted for the incumbent district chairperson at greater rate. Using

2016 election data, we find instead that incumbent vote share was somewhat lower in

4Additional details and measures available in SI, Section 3.
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high-uptake villages. Thus, we find no evidence that high-uptake villages had reasons

to expect greater government responsiveness.

5. Different seeds: past work has highlighted the importance, for diffusion of infor-

mation, of the identity and network position (Larson, Lewis and Rodrıguez, 2017) of

initial ‘seeders’. We compare the individual attributes and network characteristics of

those attending GAPP’s inception meetings and find small and insignificant differences

in seeders’ characteristics in high- and low-uptake villages (SI, Table 9).

6. Network properties: perhaps some networks do not facilitate processes of social

diffusion due to “inadequate” structure. For example, Centola (2015) argues that

diffusion processes are highly dependent on network properties—density, clustering,

path length and bridge width. When we examine core network-level properties (see

below), we find substantively small differences between high and low-uptake villages.

In developing a general theory for explaining variation in the adoption of new technologies,

we use the above findings as our starting point. First, we assume homogeneous demand: high

and low-uptake villages have the same payoff function (everybody values the good equally

- points 1 and 2). Second, we assume that taking action has positive externalities (people

request public rather private goods - point 3). We further assume that villagers face the

same probability of having the public good delivered (government is equally responsive across

villages - point 4). In addition, we assume that high- and low-villages have similar ‘types’ of

early adopters (seeds’ characteristics are similar - point 5), and similar network structures

(point 6). Additional model assumptions are discussed below.

4 Externalities, networks and technology adoption

Our model clarifies how externalities condition the role social networks play in technology

adoption. In our model, agents decide at two time periods whether to adopt a new technology
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Variable Sample High uptake Low uptake ∆ Std. diff. min max

A. Individuals
Outcome % adopters 0.04 0.06 0.02 0.04∗∗∗ 0 1

% heard 0.31 0.35 0.25 0.1∗ 0 1
% satisfied 0.39 0.44 0.21 0.23∗∗ 0 1

Individual age 37.39 37.45 37.3 0.15 18 101
% females 0.58 0.56 0.6 -0.03∗∗ 0 1
income 2.55 2.64 2.44 0.2∗∗ 1 5
secondary education 0.23 0.26 0.19 0.08∗∗ 0 1
% owns phone 0.6 0.62 0.56 0.05 0 1
% use phone 0.17 0.19 0.15 0.04∗ 0 1
% leaders 0.14 0.15 0.13 0.02 0 1
political participation index 0 0.06 -0.08 0.14∗∗ -0.88 1.49
% attend meeting 0.08 0.1 0.06 0.05∗∗ 0 1
pro-sociality 0.2 0.2 0.2 0 0 1

Network degree 16.07 16.92 14.94 1.98∗∗ 1 227
betweenness 0.01 0.01 0.01 0 0 0.56
clustering coefficient 0.39 0.38 0.39 0 0 1

Preferences % education top priority 0.36 0.38 0.33 0.05 0 1

N 3184 1820 1364 456

B. Villages
Design % community meeting 0.56 0.67 0.43 0.24 0.46 0 1

% dialogue meeting 0.06 0.11 0 0.11 0.47 0 1

Network density 0.1 0.11 0.08 0.04 0.46 0.05 0.4
path length 2.12 2.09 2.15 -0.06 0.38 1.6 2.33
global clustering 0.25 0.27 0.23 0.04 0.46 0.17 0.55

Population adult population 242.44 240.67 244.71 -4.05 0.05 31 385
% employed 0.86 0.85 0.87 -0.02 0.17 0.68 1
% non-agriculture 0.22 0.23 0.21 0.02 0.09 0 0.57
ethnic fractionalization -0.07 -0.06 -0.09 0.03 0.1 -0.48 0.47
poverty score 0.04 0.06 0.02 0.05 0.48 0 0.41

Politics LC5 Chair turnout 0.24 0.29 0.18 0.11∗∗ 1.55∗ 0.1 0.38
share LC5 winner 0.68 0.61 0.76 -0.15∗∗ 1.09 0.3 0.88

Distances dist. to Arua (km) 17.48 20.11 14.11 6 0.59 6.49 40.4
dist. to health center (km) 1.04 0.93 1.19 -0.26 0.26 0 3.69
dist. to school (km) 0.87 1.14 0.51 0.63 0.69 0.03 3.65

Public goods public goods summary index 0 0.09 -0.12 0.22 0.39 -1.28 1.23
local goods summary index 0 0.28 -0.37 0.65∗∗ 1.63∗ -0.62 1.24
teacher absenteeism 0.72 0.72 0.72 0 0.01 0.52 1
students per class 126.25 130.22 121.71 8.52 0.21 56 196.43

N 16 9 7 2

Table 1: Descriptive statistics. Table reports mean values for the full-sample, and for low- and
high-uptake villages. Network characteristics are calculated from the union network. Difference
in means are tested using a t-test, with standard errors clustered at the village level in panel A,
and heteroskedastic robust standard errors in panel B; ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01.. Due to small
sample sizes, we also report standardized differences for village-level variables. A * denotes that
the 95 percent confidence interval around a standardized difference does not include 0.25.

(or a good). Adoption is costly and yields benefits that depend on an unobserved state of the

world that conditions how useful the technology is. Agents have heterogeneous prior beliefs

about which state they are in. Agents are connected on a network, and learn about the
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state of the world from previous waves of adoption, their personal experience with the good,

and what their neighbors tell them about their experience. How adoption unfolds depends

on the state of the world, prior beliefs about the technology, and, in the case of goods with

externalities, whether a community is able to enforce truthful communication. In the SI,

section 4, we situate the model within the literature, and prove the results described below.

4.1 Setup

Consider a finite set of N agents connected by the undirected graph g = (G,N), where G is

a set of ties. There are three time periods t ∈ {0,1,2} and an unobserved state of the world

θ ∈ {H,L}, drawn once at the beginning of the game. In the high state H, the technology is

useful, while it is not in the low state L. In our context (a good with positive externalities),

the high state means that a (local) government is both responsive to citizens’ demands

and capable of addressing them. The low state means that the government shows little

responsiveness to those demands and/or lacks the capacity to address them. Each agent i

has prior over the state πi ≡ Pr(θ =H) ∈ (0,1) and discounts the future with rate γ ∈ (0,1).

At time period t = 0, each agent i may take the action yi0 ∈ {0,1}. In our setting,

taking the action (yi0 = 1) means sending a text-message via the U-Bridge platform. The

benefit B0 ∈ {0,1} is then drawn with Pr(B0 = 1|θ)≡ q(θ, .)∈ (0,1) and is publicly observed,

irrespective of one’s adoption choice, and instantaneous payoffs accrue according to the

payoff function u(yi0, θ, .) that depends on B0. As we detail below, the distribution of the

benefit and payoffs crucially depend on whether the good has externalities. Agents that

took the action get a private signal about the state si ∈ {0,1}, with Pr(si = 1|θ) = rθ ∈ (0,1),

representing private information early adopters get from their experience with the good. The

private signal is informative: in the high (low) state, it is more likely than not to get a high

(low) signal: rL < 1
2 < rH .

At time period t= 1, early adopters (yi0 = 1) simultaneously send messages mij ∈ {0,1}

to their neighbors j ∈Ni(g) about their experience with the good. Agents may lie by send-
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ing some message mij 6= si, but incur cost κ ≥ 0 per lie. This parameter represents, in a

reduced form, mechanisms that have been identified to sustain cooperation, such as moral

costs of lying (Bénabou and Tirole, 2011), third-party enforcement stemming from repeated

interactions within communities (Fearon and Laitin, 1996), or other behavioral mechanisms

known to sustain punishment of defectors, such as inequality aversion (Engelmann and Stro-

bel, 2004).5 Let Ms
i ≡ {mi′j : i′ = i} be the (possibly empty) set of messages that i sent. She

gets payoff v(Ms
i ) =−∑

m∈Ms
i

1{m 6= si}κ, with v(∅) = 0.

At time period t = 2, agents receive the (possibly empty) set of messages M r
i ≡ {mi′j′ :

j′ = i}, and may again take the action yi2 ∈ {0,1}. The benefit B2 ∈ {0,1} is then drawn

with the same distribution q(θ, .) as in t = 0 and is publicly observed. Payoffs then accrue

according to the same payoff function u(yi2, θ, .).

We now detail payoffs and the distribution of benefits in the cases with and without

externalities. In both cases, adoption is costly and benefits depend on the state of the

world. However, reaping the benefits further depends on the nature of the good. Without

externalities, only adopters reap the benefit. With externalities, both adopters and non-

adopters reap the benefit, but the probability of reaping such benefit increases with the

number of adopters.

Goods without externalities

Without externalities, payoffs only depend on one’s actions: q(θ, .) = q(θ), with q(H) = pH

and q(L) = pL and u(yit, θ, .) = u(yit, θ), with

u(yit, θ) = yit(Bt− c) (1)

Agents pay the cost of adoption c and reap the benefit only if they adopt. We assume that

5At t = 2, agent i is able to infer whether her neighbor j lied to her by computing the likelihood of

receiving a lie in the strategy profile under consideration given the rest of the information she accumulated,

thus allowing for third-party punishment.
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the public signal conveyed by the benefit is informative, and that they have match-the-state

utilities; i.e., adoption is rational only in the high state. As such:

pL < c < pH

pL < 1
2 < pH

Goods with positive externalities

With externalities, payoffs depend on the actions of other agents. Let nt ≡
∑
i∈N yit the

number of adopting agents in period t, and n−it ≡ nt− yit the number of adopting agents

other than i in period t. Then q(θ, .) = q(θ,nt) and u(yit, θ, .) = u(yit, θ,n−it), with

u(yit, θ,n−it) =Bt−yitc (2)

Here, agents pay the cost of adoption only if they adopt, but reap the benefit irrespective

of their adoption choice. We assume again that the public signal conveyed by the benefit is

informative and that agents have match-the-state utilities. While the probability of reaping

the benefit increases with the number of adoptions, this probability is lower in the low state.

In our context, irrespective of the state of the world, the local government is more likely to

deliver the benefit when receiving a large number of messages (equation 3). For the same

number of messages, however, the local government is less likely to deliver the benefit in

the low state because it lacks capacity or will (equation 4), to the point that sending any

number of messages is too costly in the low state (equation 5). Thus, for any n≥ 0:

q(θ,n) < q(θ,n+ 1) (3)

q(L,n) < 1
2 < q(H,n) (4)

q(L,n) < c < q(H,n) (5)

12



We simplify the problem by making a technical assumption; namely, that the marginal

impact of an additional adopter in the high state on the probability of reaping the benefit

is higher than in the low state: q(H,n+ 1)− q(H,n)> q(L,n+ 1)− q(L,n).

Note that payoffs assume a constant adoption cost c (equations 1 and 2). This simpli-

fying assumption encapsulates all differences among agents in their prior beliefs πi. With

externalities, this also simplifies interpretation by making more adoptions only increase the

benefit, and not decrease costs.

In the case with externalities, there is no a-priori reason to believe that messages are sub-

stitutes or that they are complements. While equation 3 requires that q is strictly increasing

in n, we do not make any assumption on its concavity or convexity. This accommodates cases

where adoption decisions are complements (convexity), and cases where adoption decisions

are substitutes, leading to collective action problems (concavity).

4.2 Results

Equilibrium

We now examine what drives adoption decisions both with and without externalities. In

equilibrium, agents have threshold strategies: they adopt the technology if they are suffi-

ciently certain to be in the high state. Consider an equilibrium profile σ. At each time period,

agents choose the action that maximize their expected payoff, using available information.

At t = 0, agents only rely on their prior. Early adopters are the agents who are suffi-

ciently optimistic about the state: their prior πi exceeds some threshold aσi0. How much

optimism is required to trigger adoption depends on several factors. First, the threshold

increases with the cost of adoption c. Second is the informativeness of the private signal.

The more informative the signal (i.e. the higher its likelihood of matching the state), the

lower the threshold. Indeed, if i anticipates that she will get a very informative signals,

she has an incentive to adopt early, because that signal will allow her to discover the state

quicker. Third, agents consider the actions of other agents under profile σ. The threshold
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encapsulates whether adoption decisions are complements or substitutes,6 and how much

additional information she will obtain from her peers. For instance, should many agents

adopt at t= 0 and truthfully communicate their signals to i, then adopting in the first stage

would provide little additional information to i for the second stage.

At t= 2, agents have more information and use it to inform their adoption decision. Let

Si2 ∈ Ii2(yi0,y−i0) be the vector of signals received by i at t= 2. It contains B0, the public

signal received at t = 0, M r
i , the vector of signals sent to i and, if yi0 = 1 the private signal

si. The set Ii2(yi0,y−i0) is i’s information structure at time t= 2 and contains all potential

realizations of Si2, with Ii2(0,y− i0) = {0,1}|Mr
i |+1, and Ii2(1,y−i0) = Ii2(0,y− i0)×{0,1}.

Agent i adopts if her signals contain enough evidence favoring the high state, as captured

by a higher (log) likelihood ratio under strategy profile σ, lσ(Si2)≡ log
[Prσ(Si2|θ=H)

Prσ(Si2|θ=L)

]
. How

much evidence is necessary depends on one’s threshold aσi2(Si2). Similar to t = 0, agents

who were originally too pessimistic about the state have higher thresholds, higher costs of

adoption increase the threshold, and the threshold depends on the actions of other agents

under profile σ. The following theorem encapsulates the discussion:

Theorem 1 (Threshold strategy) If strategy profile σ is a perfect Bayesian equilibrium,

then agents have a threshold strategy such that

y∗i0 = 1 ⇐⇒ πi ≥ aσi0

y∗i2 = 1 ⇐⇒ lσ(Si2)≥ aσi2(Si2),

with aσi2 : Ii2(y∗i0,y∗−i0)→ R.

6If adoption decisions are complements, i’s threshold gets lower when she expects a larger number of

adopters. If they are substitues, then i’s threshold gets higher when she expects a larger number of adopters.
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The benefits of truthful communication

We now turn to the communication stage t = 1, and examine when agents may lie (e.g.

misrepresent benefits). We define communication as truthful when all agents communicate

information that matches their observed signal: mij = si. The value Vig of i’s informa-

tion on graph g is her expected payoff from all potential information she could receive

Ii2(yi0,y−i0) at t = 2, given that she responds optimally to that information. Formally,

V σ
ig(yi0,y−i0) ≡ ∑

Si2∈Ii2(yi0,y−i0)Eθ[u(y∗i2(Si2), θ, .)|Si2]Prσ(Si2) is the value of information

structure Ii2(yi0,y−i0) under equilibrium profile σ on graph g. In a perfect Bayesian equi-

librium where communication is not truthful, agents misrepresent their signal with some

probability. Intuitively, i’s information is most valuable under truthful communication, be-

cause sharing inaccurate information introduces additional noise that make inferences about

the state less precise.7 Formally:

Proposition 2 (Truthful communication is most valuable) Consider equilibrium pro-

file σ0 with truthful communication and equilibrium profile σ where some agent j ∈ Ni(g)

misrepresents her signal to i with some probability. We have

V σ
ig(yi0,y−i0)≤ V σ0

ig (yi0,y−i0)

Without externalities, agents have no incentive to misrepresent because doing so brings

no benefits. Agents are indifferent if there is no penalty for lying, but comunication becomes

truthful as soon as lying becomes costly:

Proposition 3 Without externalities, truthful communication is a perfect Bayesian equilib-

rium for any κ≥ 0. It is the unique equilibrium for any κ > 0.

7The claim only holds in the second stage. At t= 0, truthful communication might not be as valuable,

because the information that transits at t = 1 is a public good. Agents may delay adoption because they

expect to benefit from alters’ messages.
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With externalities, however, early adopters have an incentive to misrepresent their signal.

Agent i would like to benefit from the positive externality and as such, gather as many

adopters as possible in the second period, irrespective of whether she is set on adopting in

the second period. In our context, even the early adopters that had poor private experiences

with the technology have an incentive to tell their neighbors that they had a good experience

to push them to adopt in the second stage. If lying is punished with enough severity,

that incentive disappears. However, the level of punishment required to restore truthful

communication is generically higher for goods with externalities than for goods with no

externalities:

Proposition 4 With externalities, there are thresholds κ̄1, κ̄2 with 0≤ κ̄1 ≤ κ̄2 ≤ 1 such that

truthful communication is a perfect Bayesian equilibrium if and only if κ ≥ κ̄1 and is the

unique perfect Bayesian equilibrium for any κ > κ̄2.

Truthful communication has a key implication: it enables peer effects. Because neighbors

share their experiences, they learn from the same sources of information and make more

similar inferences. Such peer effects get stronger the more neighbors a dyad has in common,

because the two neighbors acquire more similar information. Formally, this means that

connecting two agents increases the correlation of their log-likelihood ratios:

Proposition 5 (Truthful communication implies peer influence) Consider equilibrium

profile σ0 with truthful communication, a graph g where there is no tie between agents i and

j, and graph g′ constructed by adding to g a tie between i and j. Let ρ(x,y) be the correlation

coefficient between x and y and denote by Sgi2 the set of signals received by i at t = 2 on g.

We have

ρ[lσ0(Sgi2), lσ0(Sgj2)]≤ ρ[lσ0(Sg
′

i2), lσ0(Sg
′

j2)]

When communication is not truthful, agents put less weight on the messages sent by their

neighbors when making inferences about state θ. In the limit, the messages they receive are

uninformative, and agents only use the public signal and their own private signal (if any) to
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derive the posterior. In such case, proposition 5 no longer holds: the posteriors of neighbors

are no more correlated than the posteriors of agents that are not connected on the social

network.

4.3 Informal discussion of the model

Based on our model, we chart several potential patterns of adoption over time, summarized in

Figure 3. Initial adoption decision is driven by agents’ priors, since they lack hard evidence at

this stage (Theorem 1). If a village has many optimistic agents—agents that are sufficiently

confident the government will both be responsive and capable of meeting their demands—

there are many early adopters (top quadrants of Figure 3). Conversely, if a village has many

pessimistic agents, then there are few early adopters (Figure 3, bottom quadrants).
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Figure 3: Illustration of main model propositions. Initial adoption depends on priors (Theo-
rem 1). Truthful communication enables peer effects (proposition 5) that allow matching the state
faster (proposition 2).

How adoption unfolds in later stages is a function of the state of the world, because here

adoption depend on a richer informational environment (Theorem 1). This information is

either gathered directly through public signals (e.g., whether government offered adequate
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responses to problems raised by citizens), through private signals (one’s own experience of

using the platform), or indirectly through communication with peers. This information leads

to convergence on the correct decision: in the high state, a series of good news leads villagers

to adopt at high rates (Figure 3, right quadrants); in the low state, cumulative bad news

leads villagers to low rates of adoption (Figure 3, left quadrants).

Importantly, truthful communication acts as a social multiplier: when agents believe each

other, the information they exchange enables peer effects to kick in (proposition 5). This, in

turn, means that behavior adjusts faster to the state (proposition 2). In Figure 3, quadrants

with truthful communication (L1, H1, L3, and H3) adjust faster than, respectively, quadrants

without truthful communication (L2, H2, L4, and H4). Untruthful communication leads to

short-run welfare losses, because agents reach the optimal outcome more slowly. The problem

is particularly acute when the state is high and agents are pessimistic (H4), because it may

result in long-run welfare losses. Pessimism prevents widespread initial adoption, while lack

of truthful communication prevents the spread of information from early to late adopters.

As such, agents may stick to their pessimistic priors, and never adopt a technology that

would have been beneficial.

Yet, unlike goods with no externalities, truthful communication may not always emerge

when goods feature externalities (propositions 3 and 4). As shown above, truthful commu-

nication only emerges when misrepresenting information is sufficiently costly. Together, our

model yields several testable implications:

1. Peer effects variability: If there is truthful communication, then there are peer

effects. If there is no truthful communication, then there are no peer effects.

2. Discounting: If there is no truthful communication, then agents discount peers’ rec-

ommendations. If there is truthful communication, they do not discount peers’ recom-

mendations.

3. Enforcement: If there is a high cost of lying, then there should be truthful communi-
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cation, and peer effects. If there is a low cost of lying, then there should be no truthful

communication, and no peer effects.

4. Initial adoption: If agents have low priors, then initial adoption is low. If agents

have high priors, then initial adoption is high.

5. Convergence: If there is truthful communication and given enough time, agents

converge to the decision that matches the state of the world.

5 Peer effects variability

To test the assumptions of the model and its main empirical implications, we use administra-

tive data collected from Arua district local government, survey data from 16 villages where

the new PCT platform was introduced, and focus groups discussions (FGDs) with users and

district officials. This section provides evidence supporting the model’s assumptions and

shows support for the broadest empirical expectation flowing from the model: variation in

peer effects, and hence uptake of the new technology, across village types.

5.1 Model Assumptions

The validity of our model crucially depends on two core assumptions: (1) that sending

messages through the U-Bridge platform is costly, and (2) that more messages being sent were

expected to translate to a higher likelihood of government response. Qualitative evidence

from FGDs with U-Bridge users suggests that these assumptions are met. For example, a

major cost villagers reported was the possibility their identify as message-senders would be

revealed. Specifically, villagers expressed fear of retribution from the district government or

street-level bureaucrats if their identities were known. One villager explained:

“If [our identities] are known, it would cause enmity between us since we are

reporting mostly negative issues that might concern other people who have failed
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to do their jobs. [A lack of anonymity] would make us not send these messages.”

As for our model’s second assumption, many U-Bridge users we interviewed communi-

cated clearly their belief that collectively sending messages was necessary for the program to

succeed. As one user explained:

“I expected the government would respond because they said responses would be

given after collecting many messages. So, if many people send the same message,

then the district leaders will take action.”

We now turn to an examination of cross-village variation in peer effects.

5.2 Network construction

We measure social networks using a standard name generator (Kolaczyk, 2009), for four

kinds of relationships: (1) family ties, (2) friendship ties, (3) lenders: to whom they would

go to borrow money, and (4) problem solvers: to whom they would go to solve a problem

regarding public services in the village. For each relationship type, respondents named up

to five co-villagers. Note that some villagers (about 30%) were named by other respondents,

but not interviewed. Following standard practice (e.g. Larson and Lewis, 2017), we exclude

those nodes from the analysis.

We construct four “undirected” village networks for the four different types of ties, by

collapsing directed ties into undirected ones. We further construct the union of those net-

works, by defining a tie between i and j if there is at least one tie between them in any of

the four networks. Figure 4 provides a graphical representation of the union network of two

villages in the study area. Respondents who were knowledgeable about U-Bridge were asked

to name the individuals from whom they heard about the platform. This allows tracking the

diffusion process of knowledge about the new political communication system.
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Figure 4: Union network of one high uptake village (P), and one low uptake village (F).

5.3 Variable description

Our key outcome measure is the adoption of U-Bridge. Adopt is a self-reported, binary

variable that equals 1 if the respondent has used the platform at least once in the past

12 months. Similarly, hear is an indicator that gets the value of 1 if the respondent has

heard about the U-Bridge service. By definition, U-Bridge adopters have a positive value

for hear, but not vice versa. For those reporting that they have contacted Arua district local

government via U-Bridge (i.e., “adopters”) we also measure satisfaction: a binary variable

that equals 1 if the respondent is at least somewhat satisfied with the platform.

Our key explanatory variables are network characteristics that support diffusion. We

focus on two classes of diffusion models: (a) fractional threshold model, where an individual

adopts a technological innovation if more than some share of her neighbors have adopted

it (e.g., Acemoglu, Ozdaglar and Yildiz, 2011), and (b) absolute threshold model, where an

individual adopts if more than some number of her neighbors have adopted (e.g., Centola and

Macy, 2007). When examining absolute contagion processes, our key independent variable, #

adopting neighbors counts, for each individual i, the number of social ties (‘neighbors’) in the

union network that report using U-Bridge in the past 12 months. We also construct equiv-
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alent count measures for the four network types that make up the union network (‘friends’,

‘family’, ‘lenders’ and ‘problem solvers’). When examining fractional threshold models, these

variables are measured as the share of adopting neighbors among i’s social ties.

While network ties account for social influence, we also account for spatial influence

by using GIS information we collected on respondents’ household location. The variable

geography is a spatial lag that counts the number of adopters within the village besides node

i, and assigns less weight to those who reside farther away from that node.8

We also collect individual-level control variables that likely affect the usage of U-Bridge.

These include respondent’s sex, age, education, wealth, leadership position, pro-sociality,

political participation, and attendance in U-Bridge’s inception meeting. We describe how

those covariates are measured in the SI, Section 2.3. At the village level, we compute network

measures associated with social diffusion process, such as density, mean path length and

clustering. We also construct several standard predictors of political participation derived

from the 2014 census. Descriptive statistics by village type are shown in Table 1 .

5.4 Estimating Peer Effects

We estimate peer effects, conditional on village type (high/low uptake), using a Spatial Auto-

Regressive (SAR) model, where the probability of adoption depends on some function of the

adoption choice of one’s neighbors. Consider individual i embedded in village network g

with type hg = 1 if village g is high-uptake, and 0 otherwise. Ni(g) is the set of i’s neighbors

on g, and yi is i’s outcome, equal to 1 if i adopts, and 0 otherwise; yNi(g) is the vector of

outcomes of her neighbors, xi a vector of control variables, and εig an error term. Formally:

yig = β0g +f(yNi(g))β1 +hgf(yNi(g))β2 +xTi β3 + εig (6)

8With yi ∈ {0,1} i’s outcome and dij the distance between i and j, The spatial influence (geography) is

geoi =
∑
j 6=i

yj

logdij
.
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We examine both absolute and fractional threshold models with and without controls.

In the first case, f(yNi(g)) = ∑
j∈Ni(g) yj is the number of adopting neighbors. In the second

case, f(yNi(g)) = 1
|Ni(g)|

∑
j∈Ni(g) yj is the share of adopting neighbors. For ease of interpre-

tation, we consider linear probability models estimated using OLS (unless otherwise noted).

Conservatively, we account for village-level heterogeneity by using village fixed effects (β0g).

The coefficient β1 captures peer effects in low-adoption villages and β1 +β2 is the effect of

peers in high-adoption villages.9 According to our model, β1 = 0 and β1 +β2 > 0. Due to the

small number of clusters, we use bootstrapped standard errors clustered at the village level

with 10,000 replicates. In all estimation figures, we report both 95 and 90 percent confidence

intervals using thin and thick bars, respectively.

Whether using the number of adopting neighbors (Table 2, columns 1-2), or the share

of adopting neighbors (Table 2, columns 3-4), adoption of the U-Bridge platform increases

with the adoption decisions of one’s social ties, but only in high uptake villages.

Dependent variable: adopt
Parsimonious Baseline Parsimonious Baseline

(1) (2) (3) (4)
# adopting neighbors (β1) 0.017∗∗ 0.004

(0.007) (0.006)
# adopting neighbors × high-uptake (β2) 0.021∗∗∗ 0.025∗∗∗

(0.007) (0.006)
% adopting neighbors (β1) 0.102∗ 0.031

(0.060) (0.059)
% adopting neighbors × high-uptake (β2) 0.322∗∗∗ 0.244∗∗∗

(0.106) (0.086)
degree 0.002∗∗∗ 0.001∗∗ 0.004∗∗∗ 0.003∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
β1 +β2 0.038∗∗∗ 0.029∗∗∗ 0.424∗∗∗ 0.276∗∗∗
Controls _ X _ X
Observations 3,019 3,019 3,019 3,019
R2 0.141 0.278 0.117 0.263

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table 2: Adoption of U-Bridge. Absolute threshold models (models 1-2) have weakly better fit
than fractional threshold models (models 3-4). Model 2 is our preferred specification. See section
5.4 for details about estimation.

9A main effect for high-uptake villages is dropped, since it is subsumed by the village-level fixed effects.
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According to the baseline absolute threshold model (column 2), the likelihood of using U-

Bridge increases by 3.1 percentage points for every adopting neighbor in high-uptake villages;

a 47 percent increase relative to the mean adoption rate in those villages. Conversely, an

additional adopting neighbor increases the likelihood of using U-Bridge by 0.5 percentage

points in low-uptake villages, which is substantively small and statistically insignificant. In

the baseline ‘fractional’ threshold (column 4), moving from no adopting neighbor to 100%

adopting neighbors increases the likelihood of adoption by 4.8 percentage points in low-

uptake, and 30 percentage points in high-uptake villages. These effects, of course, must be

calibrated against the data: 32% of respondents have no ties to an adopter, and among

those connected to at least one adopting neighbor, the mean share of adopting peers is 15%.

Moving from no adopting neighbor to 15% adopting neighbors increases the likelihood of

adoption by 0.7 percentage points in low-uptake villages, and by 4.4 percentage points in

high-uptake villages.

5.5 Robustness Checks

To check the robustness of our peer effects variability finding, we relax assumptions made

in the above analysis and otherwise alter the modeling strategy. To test that the average

difference in peer effects between high- and low-uptake villages is not driven by a small

number of outliers, we supplant equation 6 which pools low- and high-villages by using a

Bayesian multilevel model with random intercepts and slopes (see SI, section 6 for additional

details). With nig = ∑
j∈Ni(g) yj the number of adopting neighbors that i has in village g,

the SAR model in equation 6 becomes:

yig = β0g +β1gnig +xTi β2 + εig, (7)

where β0g and β1g are, respectively, random intercepts and slopes. Figure 5 shows the

estimated random slopes (β1g) in each village. Confirming the pooled specification, almost
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all high-uptake villages show large, significant peer effects. Conversely, in all low-uptake

villages, peer effects are small in magnitude and not significantly different from zero.
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Figure 5: Average marginal effect of one adopting neighbor on adoption by village.
Estimates from a multilevel model suggest that save for village F, high uptake villages have large,
significant peer effects. Low uptake villages have small, statistically insignificant peer effects. Vil-
lage B is omitted because its sample size is too small.

We further test the robustness of our findings to alternative modeling strategies. First,

we use stronger definitions of adoption by increasing the threshold used to define an adopter

from having sent at least one message in the past 12 months to thresholds of 3, and 5 messages

(SI, Table 12). Second, we fit logistic regressions instead of linear probability models (SI,

Table 13). Third, we test whether our results are sensitive to dropping village B, which has

a smaller number of respondents as compared to other villages (SI, Table 14). Fourth, we

explore whether our main results are sensitive to using directed instead of undirected ties

(SI, Table 15). Fifth, we test sensitivity to the type of ties used to construct the network (SI,

Table 16). In all cases, we find a strong positive relationship between the number (or share)

of adopting neighbors and one’s adoption choice in high-, but not low-adoption villages.

These checks and their results, which strengthen our confidence in the robustness of our core

peer effects finding, are described in greater detail in the SI, Section 5.

Identifying peer effects causally in observational settings is notoriously difficult. We

identify two important sources of confounding, and perform three additional analyses that

show that our results are likely to be causal (SI, section 5.2). One possible confounder

is that the initial encouragements to adopt a technology might be endogenous: even in
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the absence of social learning, two connected individuals may exhibit similar behavior as

a result of homophily,or because they are subject to related unobserved shocks.We address

this challenge by generalizing An’s (2016) instrumental variable approach to multiple peers

(SI, section 5.2.1). We leverage an instrument that pushes alter j to adopt, and only affects

ego i’s adoption decision through j’s influence. Our instrument is the distance from one’s

household to the location of the meeting introducing U-Bridge, as individuals located closer

to the venue are more likely to attend the meeting, learn about the program, and in turn

adopt the technology.

A second possible confounder is that exposure to peer influence is endogenous to one’s

network position. Individuals with more central network positions are more likely to be

exposed to peer influence, since they have more neighbors, or neighbors who are themselves

more central. We address this by comparing individuals who share similar network posi-

tions (SI, section 5.2.2). While our main specification controls for one’s degree, we push

such comparisons further by controlling for degree more flexibly, and for a variety of other

centrality scores. Finally, we address both issues jointly using matching (SI, section 5.2.3).

Following Aral, Muchnik and Sundararajan (2009), we construct a matched sample in which

villagers share similar individual and network characteristics but differ in the number of their

peers who adopted the technology. This procedure alleviates both concerns, since individuals

in the matched sample have similar likelihoods of being exposed to treatment owing to their

observable individual and networks characteristics.

6 Discounting and Enforcement Hypotheses

The fact that peer effects are only present in high-uptake villages does not tell us about

villages’ capacity to enforce truthful communication. While (in equilibrium) we cannot

observe such capacity directly, we explore several testable implication of this part of our

argument. First, villages should differ in the extent to which peer effects foster adoption
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above and beyond what can be explained by differences in the extent to which peer effects

foster diffusion of information about the platform’s existence. Indeed, our model emphasizes

that such differential effects owe to agents processing differently the information they obtain

from their peers about the technology, and not to differences in their likelihood of obtaining

such information in the first place.

Building on Larson, Lewis and Rodrıguez (2017), we thus estimate a two-stage selection

model in which we model separately the social process of hearing about an innovation and

that of adopting it conditional on hearing. Figure 6 reports those estimates (results in

tabular form are reported in SI, section 6.1). In both high- and low-uptake villages, peers

affect the likelihood of hearing about the technology. Yet, only in high-uptake villages do

peers also affect the likelihood of adoption conditional on hearing about the new PCT. As a

result, peers only affect the likelihood of adoption in high-uptake villages.
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Figure 6: Selection model with hearing. Average marginal effect of an adopting neighbor on
hearing (first stage) and of adopting conditional on hearing (second stage). Peers impact hearing
about the innovation in both high- and low-uptake villages. Yet, only in high-uptake villages do
peers also affect the likelihood of adopting it conditional on hearing about it. The selection model’s
total effect matches the estimate from a reduced form logistic regression (see SI, section 6.1 for
details about estimation).

Second, our discounting hypothesis states that in the absence of truthful communication,

agents discount peers’ signals. If it is the case that high-uptake villages enforced truthful

communication while low-uptake villages did not, then villagers should discount positive

signals from peers in low-uptake villages, while they should not in high-uptake villages. We
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test this by estimating separately the effect of peers that state being satisfied by the platform

to those that do not (models reported in SI, Table 24, columns 1 and 2). In high-uptake

villages, a satisfied peer increases the likelihood of adoption by 2.7 percentage points (p-value

= 0.013). In low uptake-villages, a satisfied peer increases the likelihood of adoption by 0.02

percentage points (p-value > 0.10).

Third, according to our enforcement hypothesis, truthful communication emerges when

the cost of misrepresentation is high. Since strong ties are more likely to be associated with

higher costs of lying, they should be more conducive to peer effects. We thus disaggregate

all network relations into simple ties (i shares a single type of relationship with j), and

complex ties (i’s relationship with j is based on more than one of four types of ties). We

re-estimate our absolute threshold model, first comparing the effect of a complex tie to that

of any simple tie, then to that of each kind of simple tie. Consistent with our expectation,

we find that peer effects are stronger for complex ties than for simple ties (SI, Table 25,

column 1). Notably, among simple ties, friendship and family ties are more influential than

ties with lenders and problem-solvers (column 2).

Fourth, we should observe truthful communication, and hence peer effects, when formal

or informal institutions are strong enough to impose high costs of lying. While we cannot say

with certainty which specific institutions these are, we test several alternatives derived from

past work. One possible institution is concentrated leadership, which improves communities’

ability to coordinate around shared goals and to sanction (potential) defectors. Coordination

and social sanctioning, in turn, may be instrumental in helping communities enforce truthful

communication in the face of positive externalities. Other theoretically-driven (potential)

mediators we test include ethnic and religious homogeneity, and (mean) pro-sociality.

To explore the mediating role of concentrated leadership, we conducted a modified public

goods game in all sixteen villages. Following conventional practice, villagers were given an

opportunity to contribute to the village any share of their survey participation remuneration,

and the research team matched those contributions. In our version of the public goods game,
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villagers were asked to name which individual they would like to handle funds on behalf

of the village, regardless of whether that individual holds formal leadership position. We

measure leadership concentration as a Herfindahl index based on these responses. We rerun

our multilevel specification allowing the coefficient on the number of adopting neighbor to

be a function of not only the village-level random component b1g, but also zg which is the

village-level leadership concentration.

yig = β0g + (β1g + zTg γ)nig +xTi β2 + εig (8)

We find that leadership concentration is likely a mediator of the relationship between

peer effects and adoption. The coefficient on the interaction is 0.083 [95% CI: 0.029 - 0.135],

suggesting that the more concentrated leadership is, the stronger peer effects are (SI, Ta-

ble 26).10 This finding is consistent with the idea that leadership concentration supports

truthful communication in the face of externalities.

We do not find support for other alternative mediators (SI, Table 27). First, we examine

ethnic and religious homogeneity, measured by Herfindahl indexes calculated from the 2014

Census. Ethnic homogeneity does not mediate the effect of peers, but peer effects are

somewhat larger in villages that are more religiously homogeneous. Next, we examine pro-

sociality, measured as village-level mean contributions to dictator and public goods games.

Here again, the interaction effect is significant. Peer effects are significantly larger in villages

with higher levels of pro-sociality. However, unlike leadership concentration, high-uptake

villages do not exhibit greater religious homogeneity or pro-sociality compared to low-uptake

villages (SI, Figure 7). As such, these mediators do not help explain cross-village variation

in the strength of peer effects. Since we have only sixteen villages, these results, while

consistent with our theoretical framework, should be viewed primarily as an invitation for

further research.

10Our findings are robust to different definitions of leadership concentration.
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Evidence of signal discounting in low-uptake villages, combined with the demonstrated

variation in peer effects, give us confidence the observed divergence in uptake cannot be

fully explained by collective action problems arising in some villages and not others. In

Section 3, we argued that this scenario was unlikely because citizens had similar grievances

and faced an equally responsive government. These additional results; namely variation in

peer effects and discounting of signals, cannot be accounted for by collective action problems

alone. They are, however, consistent with our theory.

6.1 Examining other model implications to determine the scenar-

ios that explain divergences in outcomes

We now turn to two additional model implications, and attempt to determine which of the

various scenarios outlined in Figure 3 best explain the divergence in outcomes observed in

these villages. We first establish that the state of the world was likely the same in high- and

low-uptake villages.

Recall that the state of the world captures whether government is both responsive to

citizens’ demands and capable of addressing them (high state), or is not responsive or inca-

pable of addressing citizens’ requests (low). In section 3, we provided evidence above that

Arua local government was equally responsive in high- and low-uptake villages.

Two additional results bolster the claim that the state of the world was likely the same in

high- and low-uptake villages. First, examining the quality of education services using admin-

istrative data and unannounced audits conducted at baseline and endline in public schools

in the study area (SI, Table 7), we find little improvement in either high- or low-uptake

villages. Additionally, when present, improvements are not significantly different between

high and low-uptake villages. Second, we elicit survey respondents’ (posterior) beliefs about

their local government’s capacity, will to respond to citizen complaints, and evaluation of

the quality of public services. We find that high- and low-villages have indistinguishable

posteriors (Table 3); their evaluations of government responsiveness (row 1), government ca-
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pacity (row 3), and the quality of public services (rows 5 to 8) show no significant differences.

At the time we conducted the survey, citizens had two years of experience with U-Bridge;

sufficient time for information about the program to overwhelm prior beliefs. If both high-

and low-uptake villages reach the same conclusions about the state of the world, then the

state of the world must be the same in those villages.

Variable Sample High uptake Low uptake ∆
Government responsiveness 3.21∗∗∗ 3.22∗∗∗ 3.2∗∗ 0.01
∆ Government responsiveness 3.39∗∗∗ 3.38∗∗∗ 3.42∗∗∗ -0.04
Government capacity 3.94∗∗∗ 3.96∗∗∗ 3.92∗∗∗ 0.04
∆ Government capacity 3.65∗∗∗ 3.62∗∗∗ 3.7∗∗∗ -0.08
Quality of education 3.09∗ 3.04 3.16∗∗ -0.12
Quality of health clinics 2.69∗∗ 2.59∗∗ 2.83∗∗ -0.25
Quality of access to water 2.18∗∗∗ 2.32∗∗ 1.98∗∗∗ 0.34
Quality of roads 2.33∗∗∗ 2.25∗∗∗ 2.44∗∗∗ -0.19

Table 3: Descriptive statistics about posteriors. Each variable is measured on a 1-5
scale. Rows that start with ∆ ask for perceived variation in the past 12 months, with 3
corresponding to no change. Columns Sample, High and Low uptake test for whether the
mean value is different from 3. The column ∆ tests for whether the difference between high
and low uptake villages is significantly different from zero. For each test, standard errors are
clustered at the village level.

We further establish that high-uptake villages likely had higher priors than low-uptake

villages. Table 3 provides suggestive evidence: low-uptake villages seem to have updated

their beliefs on government capacity and responsiveness to a higher extent than high-uptake

villages (rows 2 and 4), although the difference is insignificant. Since high- and low-uptake

villages converged to the same posterior beliefs, it follows that low-uptake villages had lower

priors to begin with. Moreover, according to our model, if priors are low, then initial adoption

will be low, while it will be high if priors are high. This is apparent when examining patterns

of adoption over time (Figure 2), where high-uptake villages send significantly more messages

(per 100 residents) than low-uptake villages in the first few months after launch. Differential

priors is also suggested by patterns of meeting attendance. While meeting attendees had

similar characteristics in high- and low-uptake villages, there were fewer such attendees in
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low-uptake villages, which may reflect lower interest in the platform, possibly driven by lower

priors (SI, Table 9).

We can now determine which scenario delineated by our theory (Figure 3) best describes

adoption patterns in high- and low-uptake villages. We have established that (1) high-uptake

villages likely enforced truthful communication, while low-uptake villages likely did not; (2)

high-uptake villages likely had more optimistic priors than low-uptake villages; and (3) the

state of the world was likely the same in high- and low-uptake villages. Patterns of adoption

over time are, in turn, increasing and then decreasing for high-uptake villages. They increase

slightly in low-uptake villages, and then decrease, but are globally low (Figure 2). These

patterns suggest that citizens initially put greater weight on government responsiveness when

trying to determine the state of the world, and inferred that the state was high because

district authorities were very reactive to incoming messages (response rate was about 90%).

We believe that during the first year of the program, high-uptake villages thought they were

in quadrant H1, while low-uptake villages in quadrant H4 of Figure 3. However, a year into

the program, citizens likely put more weight on government capacity, ultimately inferring the

state of the world is low based on the lack of improvement in the quality of public services.

As such, a year into the program, high-uptake villages likely moved from quadrant H1 to

L1, while low-uptake villages moved from quadrant H4 to L4.

7 Conclusion

In this study, we explain variation in the adoption of new PCTs. Since new technologies

are costly and their benefits are uncertain, potential users rely on the experience of early

adopters in their social network. We argue that the diffusion process of any new technology

is governed by the extent to which the benefits of adoption depend on other agents’ actions,

and develop a model that clarifies how and why the information-sharing process within a

network could differ for goods with substantial positive externalities compared to those with
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minimal externalities. A key contribution of this study is therefore to offer a new, more

general theory of technology adoption that, unlike previous work, can better explain why

many new technologies for political engagement fail to take off.

Adopting a new technology for political communication belongs to a broader class of

political actions, like joining a protest, that are costly and characterized by externalities,

uncertainty about the returns to taking action, as well as potential for learning and commu-

nication about those returns in a social network. Past work on such forms of participation has

focused on how networks facilitate coordination (Steinert-Threlkeld, 2017). In this study, we

highlight that the role of networks in facilitating political action is (also) crucially mediated

by the quality, or truthfulness, of communication.

To understand whether and when peer effects will facilitate adoption of a new technology

with positive externalities, we must assess the extent to which communities have mechanisms

for enforcing truthful communication about the costs and benefits of the technology. The

same logic extends to describing the lifespan of a social movement and participation in

protests. Our model sheds new light on an old insight: the first movers—also referred to

as the core (Steinert-Threlkeld, 2017)—will be the most committed individuals in a group.

However, it also suggests that first movers will tend to distort the private information they

acquired at the protest and exaggerate the probability of success of future protests in order

to foster future participation. Therefore, members of a movement will discount information

from first movers, leading to suboptimal actions in the short- and perhaps even the long-run,

unless they are part of a group with strong internal norms governing truth-telling (Eubank

and Kronick, 2019).

In our case, examining adoption patterns of a new technology for political communica-

tion in rural Uganda, we show that peer effects, and hence technology diffusion, emerge in

some but not all villages. Some villages were unable to establish truthful communication,

and the reports of early adopters were discounted by their peers. Our sample of villages is

not sufficiently large to establish with confidence exactly when and how villages overcome
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the impediments to truthful information-sharing, but we show suggestive evidence that con-

centrated leadership and strong social ties might facilitate diffusion. By contrast, we find

little evidence that the structure of the network itself is consequential. These findings offer

promising avenues for further research. In addition, we leave for future work a thorough

treatment of the possibility of negative externalities.

We also contribute to an expanding literature exploring the effects of social networks on

political behavior. Existing work focuses mostly on well-established forms of engagement

like voting (Siegel, 2013). We investigate the role of social networks in the adoption of novel

forms of political engagement, where there is higher uncertainty over costs and benefits

of participation, and thus peer effects and communication are arguably more important.

Finally, by situating our study in a low-income country, we join others (e.g. Larson and

Lewis, 2017; Cruz, Labonne and Querubin, 2017) in moving beyond the prevailing focus on

networks and political behavior in a small number of industrial democracies.

New PCTs cannot improve governance if they go unused. Social networks play an impor-

tant role in social diffusion processes, but political technologies are unique. Externalities and

information-sharing barriers explain PCT’s low rates of adoption, and variation in adoption

rates across communities.
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